
Automotive Coating Self-Exemption 

Acknowledgement Request 
 

In order to obtain a self-exemption acknowledgement request from Idaho DEQ for your 

automotive coating operation (excluding truck bed-linings) the following statements must 

be true for your facility. 

 

1. In order to qualify for the automotive coating boiler-plate self-exemption 

acknowledgement request the maximum capacity of the painting operation under 

its physical and operational design for applying all coating materials including but 

not limited to pre-treatment wash primer, primer, topcoat, clear coat, catalyst, 

activator, hardener, and thinner/reducer, without the effect of any physical or 

operational limitations, must be 1.25 gallons per day or less (based upon a 24 hour 

day). Examples of physical and operational design include but are not limited to: 

the amount of time equipment operates during batch operations, the quantity of 

raw materials utilized in a batch process. Calculations cannot include shortened 

hours of operation, use of control equipment, and restrictions on production which 

are less than design capacity. Does the maximum capacity of your facility qualify 

it for the boiler-plate permit exemption concurrence based upon these 

requirements?       

2. As the facility owner I am stating that HVLP (high volume-low pressure) paint 

guns are used for all application of coatings at this facility. 

3. As the facility owner I am stating that no coating materials containing silicon 

dioxide (CAS #60676-86-0) or kaolin (CAS #1332-58-7) will ever be used at this 

facility. 

4. As the facility owner I am stating the total combined heat input for all of the 

natural gas and/or LPG-fired paint booth heaters at this facility is 3.30 MMBtu/hr 

or less. 

5. As the facility owner I will maintain daily use records and material safety data 

sheets (MSDSs) of all coating materials, as well as coating materials purchase 

records for five years or for the life of the source, whichever is greater, in order to 

document the basis of the permit to construct (PTC) exemption for my automotive 

coating operation. These records will be made available to DEQ representatives 

upon request. 

 



In accordance with IDAPA 58.01.01.123 (Rules for the Control of Air Pollution in 

Idaho), I certify based on information and belief formed after reasonable inquiry, the 

statements and information in the document(s) are true, accurate, and complete. 

 

Responsible Official’s Name:         

 

Responsible Official’s Title:         

 

Responsible Official’s Signature:    

 

Dated:         

 

Facility Name:         

 

Facility Address:         

 

Facility City:          Facility Zip Code:         

 

Facility County:          E-mail (if available):         

 

Facility Phone Number:          

 

4/25/2016 


